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Abstract
Mammalian pheromones control a myriad of innate social behaviors and acutely regulate hormone levels. Responses to pheromones are highly robust, reproducible, and stereotyped and likely involve developmentally predeter-
mined neural circuits. Here, I review several facets of pheromone trans-
duction in mammals, including (a) chemosensory receptors and signaling
components of the main olfactory epithelium and vomeronasal organ in-
volved in pheromone detection; (b) pheromone-activated neural circuits
subject to sex-specific and state-dependent modulation; and (c) the strik-
ing chemical diversity of mammalian pheromones, which range from small,
volatile molecules and sulfated steroids to large families of proteins. Finally,
I review (d) molecular mechanisms underlying various behavioral and en-
docrine responses, including modulation of puberty and estrus; control of
reproduction, aggression, suckling, and parental behaviors; individual recog-
nition; and distinguishing of own species from predators, competitors, and
prey. Deconstruction of pheromone transduction mechanisms provides a
critical foundation for understanding how odor response pathways generate
instinctive behaviors.
INTRODUCTION

Animal behavior is controlled by sensory input through poorly understood mechanisms. Sensory systems that mediate touch, taste, vision, hearing, and smell activate dedicated neural circuits in the brain. Of these circuits, olfactory circuits that process pheromones are highly streamlined, targeting brain regions of the limbic system that orchestrate behavioral and endocrine responses in only a few synapses. The molecular characterization of pheromones, and the identification of responding receptors and neural circuits, builds an important foundation for understanding how different sensory inputs are selectively routed in the brain to control behavior.

In 1959, Karlson & Luscher (1) first coined the term pheromone, defined as a chemical released by one organism that modulates the behavior or physiology of a second organism of the same species. Pheromones were first identified as sexual attractants in insect species but are now known across the animal kingdom. This review discusses pheromone signaling in mammals, with many principles emerging from studies involving the powerful mouse model system. In mice, pheromones regulate endocrine status; signal individual identity; and evoke instinctive sexual, nurturing, and fighting behaviors.

MOLECULAR BASIS OF PHEROMONE AND ODOR SENSATION

Mammalian pheromones are detected by the olfactory system, which consists of several sensory substructures (Figure 1), including the main olfactory epithelium (MOE), vomeronasal organ (VNO), Grueneberg ganglion (GG), and septal organ (SO). Sensory neurons located in these various olfactory tissues express different repertoires of chemosensory receptors and signaling molecules, project axons to discrete target regions of the olfactory bulb, and stimulate distinct limbic circuits. Despite these differences, sensory mechanisms in the MOE, VNO, and GG have been implicated in pheromone transduction.

Anatomy and Function of the Main Olfactory Epithelium

The MOE is the largest olfactory structure in mice, containing millions of sensory neurons that detect airborne odorants and pheromones that enter the nasal cavity through the nostrils. Olfactory sensory neurons are bipolar neurons that extend a solitary sensory dendrite into the nasal mucosa, detecting odorants at specialized cilia that contain the requisite receptors and signaling components. Olfactory sensory neurons also project very long axons that cross the cribriform plate of the skull and enter the brain, where they form synaptic connections in the olfactory bulb. The architecture of the MOE is particularly conducive for detecting volatile odors, although nonvolatile chemicals reportedly gain access as well (2).

The MOE plays an important role in pheromone signaling. Olfactory sensory neurons detect mammalian pheromones and other natural products with high affinity, including sex-specific urinary volatiles, steroids, biogenic amines, and major histocompatibility complex (MHC) peptides (2–6). Loss of MOE signaling by genetic ablation of key olfactory signaling molecules or by surgical disruption impairs behaviors that include mating, fighting, nurturing, and predator escape (7–11). Furthermore, MOE-derived signals are eventually transmitted to the hypothalamus, amygdala, and bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST) (7, 12–14)—key neuronal structures that influence innate neuroendocrine responses associated with stress, aggression, and reproduction.

Chemosensory receptors in the MOE. Two families of G protein–coupled receptors (GPCRs) function as chemosensory receptors in olfactory sensory neurons: odorant receptors (ORs) (15),
Figure 1

(a) The anatomy of the mouse nose, including the main olfactory epithelium (MOE), vomeronasal organ (VNO), Grueneberg ganglion (GG), septal organ (SO), main olfactory bulb (MOB), and accessory olfactory bulb (AOB). (b) A cartoon depiction of a coronal section containing MOE (blue) and VNO (red) neuroepithelium. (c) Taar2 cRNA riboprobes label MOE but not VNO sensory neurons by in situ hybridization, with pseudocoloring to facilitate visualization (author’s own data). (d) Expression patterns of genes indicated in VNO sections determined by using in situ hybridization. Adapted from References 53 and 154 with permission.
Trace amine–associated receptors (TAARs): a second family of GPCRs that function as MOE sensory receptors

Guanylyl cyclase-D (GC-D): expressed in rare olfactory sensory neurons that do not utilize canonical olfactory transduction molecules

TMT (2,5-dihydro-2,4,5-trimethylthiazole): a fox-derived predator odor that causes fear-like responses in rodents

which are encoded by the largest mammalian gene family, and trace amine–associated receptors (TAARs) (5), a smaller family of GPCRs distantly related to biogenic amine receptors. In addition, rare olfactory sensory neurons utilize a noncanonical guanylyl cyclase-D (GC-D)-mediated pathway (16). Urine-derived chemicals activate a small percentage of olfactory sensory neurons (6), including neurons expressing ORs, TAARs, and GC-D (3, 5, 17–19).

Odorant receptors. The vast majority of olfactory sensory neurons express ORs, an enormous family of rhodopsin-like GPCRs. Humans have ~350 intact OR genes, whereas rodents have >1,000 OR genes dispersed on almost every chromosome in clusters varying in size from one gene to hundreds of genes (20). OR genes are expressed in striking patterns in the olfactory epithelium, as each sensory neuron expresses one receptor (20). The response field of a sensory neuron is dictated by the ligand-binding properties of its expressed receptor. OR ligands are volatile odors with highly divergent structural motifs and functional groups including, but not limited to, thiols, alcohols, esters, ethers, ketones, aldehydes, terpenes, camphors, and macrocyclic alkanes (21, 22). Consistent with this tremendous functional heterogeneity, OR ligand–binding pockets display high sequence variability. Furthermore, the olfactory system encodes odor identity by using combinations of ORs, as a single odor activates multiple ORs, and a single OR detects multiple ligands (20). OR-ligand interactions are generally low affinity, as ORs sacrifice ligand specificity for promiscuity; however, some ORs instead display highly tuned ligand preferences, as might be expected for the detection of salient cues (22).

Several ORs detect mammalian odors, consistent with MOE-mediated pheromone transduction. For example, one mouse OR detects a male preputial gland–derived aliphatic alcohol that enhances urine attractiveness to females (19), whereas a human OR detects sweat-derived steroids (4). Other ORs likely mediate attraction responses to the male urine thiol (methylthio)-methylthiol (MTMT) (6), aversion responses to the fox odor 2,5-dihydro-2,4,5-trimethylthiazole (TMT) (7), and suckling responses to the rabbit mammary pheromone 2-methylbut-2-enal (23). Furthermore, various volatile urinary pheromones activate the MOE with high affinity (2, 24), and some of these likely activate ORs (25). However, the ORs required for particular pheromone responses are unknown.

Trace amine–associated receptors. TAARs are distantly related to biogenic amine receptors and are evolutionarily distinct from ORs. There are 15 mouse and 6 human TAARs, and all except TAAR1 function as chemosensory receptors in the olfactory system (5). Numerous rodent TAARs detect volatile amines (26), some of which are urinary chemicals that evoke behavioral responses in rodents (3, 7, 18). TAAR ligands include 2-phenylethylamine, an aversive carnivore odor that activates TAAR4 (3), and trimethylamine, a sexually dimorphic mouse odor that activates TAAR5 (5, 18). TAAR5 knockout mice lose behavioral attraction to trimethylamine and display a decreased attraction to mouse scent, providing the first example of an altered odor-evoked behavior in mice lacking a single MOE receptor (18). TAAR4 and TAAR5 are encoded by immediately adjacent genes in the mouse genome and are localized to adjacent glomeruli in the olfactory bulb (27), yet respond to odors that evoke opposing behaviors. TAARs provide a powerful model system by which to understand how sensory cues generate aversion and attraction responses.

TAARs are not simply a family of amine receptors, as most TAARs in zebrafish have lost key amine recognition motifs and likely recognize other odor types. In addition, other chemosensory receptors detect amines (21, 28). Ancestral TAARs likely were amine detectors, but as the TAAR family expanded and mutated, some TAARs seemingly acquired the ability to recognize novel odors, providing an evolutionary advantage (26). TAARs, like ORs, recognize diverse chemicals.
and evoke divergent behaviors, highlighting the evolutionary flexibility of the olfactory system to adapt to the unique environmental niche of a species.

**Guanylyl cyclase-D.** Rare olfactory sensory neurons located predominantly in posterior MOE cul-de-sacs express membrane-associated GC-D rather than ORs, TAARs, and canonical MOE signaling molecules. GC-D neurons respond to diverse stimuli, including environmental CO₂, which is membrane permeable and reacts with intracellular carbonic anhydrase to form bicarbonate (29, 30). Bicarbonate directly activates the intracellular catalytic domain of GC-D, leading to increased cGMP synthesis and neuron depolarization. Adding complexity, GC-D is also activated by extracellular peptides such as urine-derived guanylin and uroguanylin (17). Finally, GC-D neurons detect CS₂, another volatile gas and carbonic anhydrase substrate that has been implicated in socially transmitted food preference (31). GC-D knockout mice fail to display electrophysiological responses to peptides and show muted responses to CS₂, but display largely normal sexual and suckling behaviors (17, 31).

**Signaling mechanisms in the main olfactory epithelium.** Olfactory sensory neurons use a canonical signaling pathway to convert chemical stimuli from the environment into electrical impulses that are transmitted to the brain. Activated ORs couple with heterotrimeric G proteins containing the conserved subunit G_

α

olf (32), which in turn activates a cAMP-directed signaling cascade involving type III adenyl cyclase, cyclic nucleotide–gated ion channel A2, and a calcium-activated chloride channel (20). Activation of this signaling pathway results in membrane depolarization and action potential generation in the vast majority of olfactory sensory neurons. TAARs, likewise, are coexpressed with G_

α
dff and stimulate cAMP production in heterologous cells, suggesting that they couple to a similar pathway (5). GC-D neurons, as discussed above, utilize an alternative cGMP-mediated cascade (16).

**Anatomy and Function of the Vomeronasal Organ**

The VNO is a sensory organ that is found in most mammals and that plays an important role in pheromone detection. Humans lack a functional VNO, a finding that has ignited debate as to whether humans produce and perceive pheromones (see sidebar, Do Humans Have Pheromones?).

---

**DO HUMANS HAVE PHEROMONES?**

Human legends and myths have long depicted chemicals that provide an easy path to romance. In Shakespeare’s “A Midsummer Night’s Dream,” applying a potion made from wild pansy extracts to the sleeping eyelids of a man or woman will cause the person to fall madly in love with the first creature seen upon waking. [For the record, this has been tested and does not work (148).] Human pheromones derived from axillary sweat and tears reportedly control ovulation, mood, hormone secretion, and attraction to genetically dissimilar mates (149). The most scrutinized effect, odor-mediated menstrual synchrony in female roommates or college dormitories, was observed in some studies, but not in others (150, 151). Strong anatomical evidence indicates that adult humans lack a functional VNO or accessory olfactory bulb (152, 153). Human TRPC2 is a pseudogene, and the human genome encodes a small number of likely vestigial V1Rs and does not encode any V2Rs, MUPs, ESPs, or ABPs. However, the MOE could in principle detect human pheromones. A human OR detects sweat-derived androgens (4), which are proposed—but debated—to function as pheromones (149). For now, the existence of human pheromones remains controversial.
Accessory olfactory bulb (AOB): a forebrain structure that is adjacent to the MOB and that receives direct input from VNO sensory neuron axons

MHC peptides: peptide ligands for the major histocompatibility complex (MHC)

The VNO consists of a pair of cylindrical structures located above the palate that connects to the nasal cavity via a water-filled duct. During social investigation behaviors, stimuli are pumped through this duct and into the VNO lumen, where they are detected by VNO sensory neurons. VNO sensory neurons reside within a crescent-shaped sensory neuroepithelium and extend a single apical dendrite into the aqueous lumen to detect pheromones. The apical and basal layers of the VNO neuroepithelium form distinct zones that respond to different ligands, express distinct receptor families and signaling components, and project to discrete regions of the accessory olfactory bulb (AOB).

Both VNO layers detect natural products secreted externally in pheromone sources such as urine, tears, and saliva, often in age-, sex-, or physiology-specific patterns (33–38). The architecture of the VNO is particularly conducive for detecting water-soluble macromolecules, such as proteins and sulfated steroids, that are transmitted during direct animal-stimulus contact (24). Small, volatile molecules also activate VNO sensory neurons with remarkably high affinity when applied directly to sensory neuron dendrites (28, 39) and may be escorted to the VNO lumen during social interactions by binding to protein carriers. VNO activators elicit instinctive behaviors such as mating, aggression, and fear; influence hormone levels related to puberty or estrous; and serve as cues for individual recognition (37, 38, 40–44). Mice with disrupted VNO signaling, by surgical removal or knockout of signaling components, exhibit aberrant social behaviors (28, 45–48). VNO signals target key limbic system areas that control innate drives and endocrine responses, such as the hypothalamus and amygdala, although MOE- and VNO-derived neuronal pathways that target these brain regions are distinct (49).

Chemosensory receptors in the VNO. VNO sensory neurons detect stimuli by using three families of GPCRs: vomeronasal receptors type 1 and 2 (V1Rs and V2Rs) and formyl peptide receptors (FPRs) (50–55). Each receptor type is discussed in turn below.

V1Rs. V1Rs, a large family of ~180 GPCRs in mouse, are distantly related to bitter taste receptors (50). Each V1R is monoallelically expressed in a small subset of sensory neurons confined to the apical VNO zone (50, 56, 57). Apical VNO sensory neurons are highly tuned to detect urinary volatiles and sulfated steroids (36, 39, 58), with steroid-responsive neurons accounting for a large percentage of urine-activated neurons (59). The lack of a tissue culture–based V1R expression system has hampered V1R ligand identification. However, recent studies using VNO immediate early genes implicate particular V1Rs in detecting estrogen-, androgen-, corticosterone-, and pregnane-derived metabolites (58). Furthermore, V1Rb2-expressing neurons, labeled by GFP knock-in, respond to 2-heptanone, a urinary ketone (60). Knockout mice lacking a cluster of 16 V1Rs lose vomeronasal responses to three other urinary volatiles and display deficits in maternal aggression and male sexual behavior (28).

V2Rs. V2Rs, a similarly large family of ~120 GPCRs in mouse, are distantly related to the sweet taste receptor (51, 53, 55). Unlike other olfactory receptors, V2Rs have a large N-terminal extracellular domain involved in ligand binding (61). Most V2Rs are expressed in disperses subsets of basal VNO sensory neurons (51, 53, 55), but some are broadly expressed across the basal neuroepithelium (62). Individual neurons can express multiple V2Rs, suggesting that V2Rs, like the sweet taste receptor complex, function as heterodimers. Furthermore, many V2Rs are coexpressed with nonclassical class I MHC receptors that are proposed, but debated, to function as V2R chaperones (63–65). Protein pheromones activate the basal VNO layer with strikingly high affinity (40, 41, 43, 45), and several V2Rs are tuned to detect naturally occurring odors from males, females, and predators (34, 58). One V2R mediates sensory neuron responses to an MHC peptide (66), whereas...
another is required for female sexual responses to a male tear pheromone, exocrine gland–secreting peptide 1 (ESP1) (41). Adding complexity, neurons expressing a single V2R display heterogeneous peptide responses, suggesting that V2R binding preference is modulated by coexpression of other factors (66). Recently developed in vitro and in vivo assays for V2R function should expedite ligand discovery and analysis of molecular recognition properties (58, 67). It will be exciting to determine how specific V2R-expressing cells couple with neural circuits that mediate aggression, sex, and fear.

**Formyl peptide receptors.** In most mammals, FPRs function in the immune system, recognizing formylated peptides secreted by bacteria or mitochondria during infection or tissue damage. In rodents, recent gene expansions increased the size of the FPR family, with two mouse FPRs that function in the immune system and five that function as VNO sensory receptors (52, 54). Vomeronasal FPRs (vFPRs) are expressed in subsets of sensory neurons that do not express V1Rs or V2Rs and are confined to either apical (FPR-rs3/4/6/7) or basal (FPR-rs1) VNO layers (52, 54). Ligand-binding analyses for vFPRs produced conflicting results; two studies report that vFPRs detect bacterial peptides, although activating peptides and structural motifs are divergent (54, 68). Furthermore, a maternally inherited formyl peptide from mitochondria activates VNO neurons in the basal neuroepithelium (45). Specific roles for vFPRs in mouse behavior remain elusive, but vFPRs, like other chemo sensory receptors (18, 69), may detect metabolites produced by endogenous, invasive, or environmental microbes.

The recent neofunctionalization of FPRs as sensory receptors highlights the intrinsic developmental flexibility of the olfactory system. vFpr genes are embedded in a cluster of V1r and V2r genes, and recent gene duplication events in rodents likely placed an Fpr gene duplicate in proximity to a VNO receptor promoter, leading to VNO-specific expression. Incorporation of a new receptor into the olfactory system seems to require only proper gene expression control and G protein coupling. This developmental flexibility enables the rapid expansion of existing receptor families, and the incorporation of new receptor families, with relative ease.

**Signaling mechanisms in the VNO.** The G protein–mediated signaling pathway in VNO sensory neurons that couples chemical stimulation to neuronal depolarization is distinct from the canonical MOE pathway but instead shares similarity with bitter and sweet taste transduction mechanisms. Apical and basal VNO neurons utilize different Gα subunits (70, 71)—Gαi2 and Gαo, respectively—but common downstream transduction molecules, including phospholipase C, diacylglycerol, and the ion channel TrpC2 (46, 47, 72–74). Knockout mice lacking Gαi2 or TrpC2 globally, or Gαo specifically in sensory neurons, display aberrant aggression and/or sexual behaviors (45–47). Various TrpC2-independent currents are also reported in VNO sensory neurons that involve arachidonic acid–gated ion channels, calcium-activated chloride channels, and potassium channels (75–77). Knockout mice lacking VNO potassium channels showed social behavior deficits that were distinct from those observed in TrpC2 knockout mice, suggesting that different classes of VNO sensory neurons display unique ion channel dependencies (75).

**Anatomy and Function of the Grueneberg Ganglion and Septal Organ**

The GG, a small olfactory structure at the tip of the nose, is composed of 300–500 cells. GG neurons detect odors and express olfactory receptors, including one V2R, one OR, several TAARs, and a guanylyl cyclase (78). However, GG sensory dendrites appear to lack lumenal access, so the site of odor detection remains unclear (78). Expression of some GG receptors is enriched in neonates, suggesting a role in maternal interactions; however, suckling behaviors are normal following GG axon transection (79). GG neurons are reportedly activated by threatening odors like
Main olfactory bulb (MOB): a forebrain structure that receives direct input from MOE sensory neuron axons.

Glomeruli: spherical structures in the olfactory bulb where synapses occur between first-order sensory neurons and second-order mitral cells.

Alarm pheromones and predator odors with common thiazoline-containing or thiol-containing structures (79, 80), whereas other GG neurons detect cold temperature through a noncanonical TrpM8-independent mechanism (78). Future studies are needed to clarify the sensory functions of GG neurons.

The SO is a thin layer of ciliated sensory neurons located in the ventral nasal septum. SO neurons resemble MOE neurons, as they express a small number of ORs and GC-D, utilize a cAMP-mediated signaling cascade, and respond to odorants of diverse structure (81). A role for SO neurons in pheromone transduction has not been reported.

NEURAL CIRCUITS THAT PROCESS PHEROMONES

Sensory Neuron Projections to the Olfactory Bulb

The axons of olfactory sensory neurons form synaptic connections in the main olfactory bulb (MOB) with second-order neurons termed mitral and tufted cells (13). These synapses occur in spatially defined spherical structures termed glomeruli. There are >2,000 glomeruli that collectively envelop a mouse olfactory bulb, and each is a coalescence point for ~5,000 axons of sensory neurons expressing a single receptor (20). Thus, although input from a single OR is spatially dispersed in the olfactory epithelium, such input becomes highly organized and spatially confined in the olfactory bulb. The position of a glomerulus for a particular receptor is stereotyped in different individuals and is determined by sensory neuron position within the olfactory epithelium, as well as by axon guidance cues whose expression is controlled by receptor-mediated cAMP signaling (82).

TAAR neurons target a discrete MOB domain (27, 83), but it is unknown whether TAAR-activated mitral cells have unique connectivity within higher-brain structures. GC-D neurons, in contrast, project to a string of glomeruli with a characteristic necklace-like distribution (so-called necklace glomeruli) (84). The large number of glomeruli receiving GC-D neuron input suggests either response heterogeneity or response integration with input from other olfactory receptors.

VNO sensory neuron axons, which are bundled in the ascending vomeronasal nerve, target the glomerular layer of an adjacent but discrete structure termed the AOB (49). Projections from apical and basal VNO neurons are segregated into distinct AOB domains, with partial integration of these inputs occurring in higher limbic system structures (71, 85, 86). Sensory neurons expressing a particular VR target numerous glomeruli, suggesting a distinct stimulus-coding logic in the AOB (56, 57). Glomeruli receiving input from highly related V1Rs are intermingled in an anatomical stripe of the AOB, indicating a clade-based grid of receptor input (87).

Glomerulus position within the MOB may be associated with the evoked behavioral response and/or chemical structure of activating odorants (7, 88). Mice lacking a large dorsal domain of the olfactory epithelium lose innate avoidance responses to certain odors, including some predator odors, suggesting that perception of odors as aversive or attractive is established early in olfactory circuitry (7). Interestingly, TAAR5 glomeruli are also located in the dorsal MOB, yet TAAR5 mediates attraction behavior in mouse (18, 27). It is not known whether VNO receptors that trigger distinct behavioral responses activate discrete information channels in the AOB.

Third-Order Neurons in Olfactory Circuits

Mitrnal cells from the MOB and AOB have distinct projection patterns deeper in the brain. MOB mitral cells target several brain regions, with dense innervation of the piriform cortex, cortical amygdala, and olfactory tubercle (13). In contrast, AOB mitral cells directly target limbic circuits, including the medial amygdala (MeA) and posteromedial cortical nucleus, collectively termed...
the vomeronasal amygdala, as well as the BNST and nucleus of the accessory olfactory tract (49). VNO inputs can be hormonally regulated in limbic circuits (see discussion of particular pheromone effects below), resulting in state-dependent or sex-dependent responses (41, 89, 90). VNO circuits bypass the olfactory cortex and provide highly streamlined targeting of hypothalamic neurons that release circulating hormones such as luteinizing hormone (LH), dopamine, and glucocorticoids and that orchestrate acute behavioral responses such as sex, aggression, and parental behavior. Although the small number of synaptic connections between the VNO and the limbic system suggests a hardwired circuit diagram, experience and learning are clearly evident in the accessory olfactory system (see discussion of the Bruce effect below) (91).

**CHEMICAL DIVERSITY OF MAMMALIAN PHEROMONES**

Pheromones display tremendous structural diversity and include small, volatile molecules, steroid derivatives, peptides, and large protein-ligand complexes. Natural pheromone sources such as urine, sweat, saliva, and tears contain natural product blends that vary with species, sex, age, genotype, and endocrine state. These pheromone blends can be quite complex; for example, male mice do not release a single pheromone that signals maleness but rather release a cocktail of androgen-dependent volatiles and peptides (6, 18, 19, 33, 40, 41, 44, 92). Different male-derived odors may be important in various behavioral paradigms, or alternatively, each individual male may produce a unique odor gestalt that conveys multifaceted information about sex, age, individuality, species, and physiological state.

**Urinary Volatiles**

Numerous sex-specific urinary volatiles reportedly regulate reproductive physiology, scent attraction, and aggression behaviors. Novotny and colleagues, in pioneering work, identified structurally diverse urinary pheromones (herein termed Novotny pheromones), including male-enriched 2-(sec-butyl)-dihydrothiazole, dehydro-exo-brevicomin, and farnesenes, as well as female-enriched 2,5-dimethylpyrazine, aliphatic ketones, and acetates (37, 38, 93). Novotny pheromones evoke high-affinity responses in both MOE and apical VNO sensory neurons (2, 24, 39), although the relative roles of these detection systems are unclear. Olfactory receptors for Novotny pheromones are largely unknown, but one cue, 2-heptanone, activates one OR, one V1R, and other receptors (25, 39, 60). Furthermore, three volatile odors, 6-hydroxy-6-methyl-3-heptanone, n-pentylacetate, and isobutylamine, fail to activate the vomeronasal system of knockout mice lacking a V1R cluster (28). Behavioral responses to some Novotny pheromones require copresentation with other urinary constituents (37); volatile urinary pheromones may require a lipocalin escort through the nasopalatine duct to access the VNO lumen of a behaving animal.

Investigators have since identified other male-enriched urinary volatiles, including MTMT, trimethylamine, and (Z)-5-tetradecen-1-ol (6, 18, 19). MTMT activates MOB mitral cells (6); (Z)-5-tetradecen-1-ol activates Olfr288 (19); and behavioral attraction to trimethylamine requires a single MOE receptor, TAAR5 (18).

**Steroid Derivatives**

Externally released steroids function as pheromones that provide direct information about internal hormone state. For example, the androgenic steroid 5α-androst-16-en-3-one (androstenone) functions as a sex pheromone in the domestic pig (Sus scrofa) (94). Androstenone is produced in male pig saliva and is aerosolized during courtship displays by a stereotyped chomping behavior. Female
pigs in estrous are attracted to androstenone and respond by adopting a characteristic mating posture. Androstenone-mediated sexual behavior in pigs requires MOE rather than VNO signaling (95), and a human OR detects androstenone and a related steroid present in human sweat (4).

Steroid derivatives are also found in mouse urine following the addition of polar moieties (glycine, taurine, and sulfate) that promote water solubility. Sulfated steroids are nonvolatile cues that induce potent, TrpC2-dependent responses in a high percentage of apical VNO sensory neurons and anterior AOB mitral cells (36, 59). Different classes of steroids—androgens, estrogens, pregnenolones, and glucocorticoids—activate particular V1R clades (58) and stimulate discrete processing streams in the AOB (59).

Furthermore, steroids released into mouse saliva and tears can be bound by androgen-binding proteins (ABPs) (96). ABPs are secretoglobins that form heterodimeric complexes with steroids bound at the dimer interface (96). The steroid-binding capacity of ABPs is reminiscent of the pheromone-binding properties of lipocalins (see below). The *Abp* gene family has undergone strikingly rapid evolution, with numerous species-specific gene expansions, as is observed for families of protein pheromones (96). Furthermore, ABPs are produced with striking sex specificity in various exocrine glands and are proposed to influence mate choice (96, 97). The steroid-binding capacities of different ABPs remain poorly studied, and whether ABPs activate VNO sensory neurons is unknown.

**MHC Peptides**

MHC molecules function in intracellular pathogen defense, displaying proteasome-derived peptides on the cell surface for surveillance by cytotoxic T cells. The evolutionary battle between hosts and pathogens led to extensive natural variation at MHC loci, with MHC receptors from different individuals binding to unique peptide repertoires on the basis of specific anchor residues. It has been proposed that the mouse olfactory system utilizes MHC locus heterogeneity to discriminate individuals during social interactions, by recognizing either receptor fragments, bound peptides, or other associated odors (91, 98). MHC peptides that bind to the H-2<sup>b</sup> MHC haplotype of C57BL/6 mice (AAPDNRETF) and the H-2<sup>d</sup> haplotype of BALBc mice (SYFPEITHI) stimulate high-affinity electrical and calcium responses in VNO and MOE sensory neurons (2, 43). Altering anchor residue identity eliminates these responses or reduces their sensitivity (2, 43). These two peptides activate a high percentage of sensory neurons in the VNO (2.6%) and the MOE (2.9%), suggesting detection by many receptors (2, 43). In the VNO, activated neurons are confined to the basal neuroepithelium, the site of V2R expression, and responses require G<sub>αo</sub> but not TrpC2 (43, 45, 99). Neurons expressing a particular V2R, V2R1b, display heterogeneous responses to structurally divergent peptides, and knockout of V2R1b eliminates peptide responses in these cells (66). Adding complexity, most basal VNO sensory neurons express noncanonical class I MHC receptors (63, 65).

**Major Urinary Proteins and Other Lipocalins**

Mice excrete milligrams of protein every day, at enormous energetic cost and predation risk. Members of a single ~18–20 kDa protein family termed major urinary proteins (MUPs) account for the vast majority (>99%) of mouse urinary protein (100). Urinary MUPs are synthesized in liver, whereas other MUPs are produced in exocrine glands and are passed externally into saliva, tears, and milk (100). In liver, MUP production can be sex specific, a result of a Stat5b-mediated signaling cascade responsive to male-typical cycles of pituitary growth hormone (101). The *Mup* gene family has undergone strikingly rapid evolution; the last common ancestor of mouse and rat
likely had 1 MUP (humans have 0), but recent gene duplications led to 21 MUPs in mice and ~20 in rats (termed $\alpha_2$-globulins) (102). Furthermore, $Mup$ genes are highly polymorphic in outbred mouse populations, with different individuals producing unique MUP codes readily distinguished by isoelectric-focusing electrophoresis (42, 100). An individual’s MUP signature in scent marks may provide a mechanism for genotype discrimination (42, 100).

MUPs are members of the lipocalin superfamily and adopt a characteristic $\beta$-barrel structure, with structurally diverse small molecules bound in the large, hydrophobic interior (103). MUPs display the highest binding affinity for the mouse pheromone 2-(sec-butyl)-dihydrothiazole and lower affinity for other urinary volatiles (104). Pheromone binding by MUPs was proposed to prevent pheromone degradation or evaporation from scent marks or to escort pheromones to hydrophilic environments such as urine or the VNO lumen. However, MUPs encoded by different genes or individuals display largely similar binding preferences for urinary volatiles (104, 105), raising the question of why so many MUPs are needed if they function only as pheromone chaperones.

MUPs devoid of ligands are now thought to function independently as mouse pheromones. Recombinant MUPs stimulate calcium and electrical responses in VNO sensory neurons located in the basolateral layer of the neuroepithelium (40, 45, 106) and induce cFos expression in the AOB (106). MUP responses require $G_\alpha_o$; $TrpC_2$; and $\beta_2$-microglobulin (40, 45, 106), a component of MHC class I molecules proposed to function as a V2R chaperone. V2Rs that detect MUPs are unknown, and discovery of such V2Rs would enable analysis of MUP recognition features and testing of whether individual receptors discriminate MUPs from different individuals. MUPs and other lipocalins are implicated in numerous pheromone effects, including sexual attraction, male-male aggression, hormone modulation, individuality recognition, spatial learning, and predator odor–induced fear (40, 42, 44, 106–109).

**Exocrine Gland–Secreting Peptides**

ESPs are a family of 7–10 kDa peptides that are major constituents of mouse tears and saliva (34), rich but poorly studied pheromone sources. There are 24 ESPs in mouse, 10 in rat, and 0 in human (35), with one, mouse ESP1, functioning as a male sex pheromone that enhances female receptivity for copulation (41). ESPs are produced in mouse exocrine glands, with most (13 out of 24) expressed in the extraorbital lacrimal gland, which produces tear fluid (35). Expression of some ESPs is sexually dimorphic and strain dependent; for example, in BALBc mice, testosterone induces expression of male-enriched ESP1 but represses expression of female-enriched ESP36 (35).

Recombinant ESPs activate VNO sensory neurons, as determined by cFos immunostaining, electrophysiology, and calcium imaging of single neurons in dissociated cultures and tissue slices (34, 35, 41, 110). Furthermore, ESP1 activates cFos expression in brain nuclei that receive VNO input, with some nuclei of the limbic system displaying sexually dimorphic responses (41). Behavioral and neuronal responses to ESP1 require a single vomeronasal receptor, V2Rp5, as well as $G_\alpha_o$ and $TrpC_2$ (41, 45). $\beta_2$-Microglobulin and MHC class I receptors facilitate cell surface trafficking of ESP5- and ESP6-detecting V2Rs (67), but neuronal responses to ESP1 are preserved in $\beta_2$-microglobulin knockout mice (41).

Crystallographic analysis of ESP1 indicates a core structure consisting of three $\alpha$-helices and an intramolecular disulfide bond (61). V2Rp5 does not recognize a linear ESP1 epitope but rather recognizes a conformational epitope that requires tertiary structure formation, with the highly charged ESP1 surface likely forming several electrostatic salt bridges to the receptor (61).
**Primer pheromones:** pheromones that exert long-lasting changes in endocrine state

---

**BEHAVIORAL AND ENDOCRINE RESPONSES TO MAMMALIAN PHEROMONES**

**Primer Pheromones and Estrous Modulation**

In 1956, Whitten (111) reported the first pheromone effect in mammals: Urinary cues from male mice promote estrous synchronization in group-housed females. Isolated female mice typically undergo first estrous at about 4 weeks of age and then display ~4 day estrous cycles in adulthood. At least three different types of pheromone input acutely modulate the kinetics of the estrous cycle. First, the aforementioned Whitten effect ensures that female mice are fertile at the time of a male encounter. Second, male odors can accelerate the onset of puberty in juvenile females, promoting growth of the uterus and initiating estrous (the Vandenbergh effect) (112). Third, female mice housed in groups of eight to ten per cage, or exposed to the odors of group-housed females, display estrous cycle delay (38). The effects of male and female odors on the estrous cycle involve a class of pheromones termed primer pheromones, olfactory cues that modulate endocrine effects. Primer pheromones are conceptually distinguished from releaser pheromones that induce rapid behavioral responses such as mating, aggression, and fear.

The identities of the male mouse primer pheromones that underlie the Vandenbergh and Whitten effects have been controversial. Primer pheromones are reported in urine of intact males, but not in that of females or male castrates, indicating testosterone-regulated production. Several Novotny pheromones, including 2-(sec-butyl)-dihydrothiazole, dehydro-exo-brevicomin, urinary ketones, and preputial gland–derived farnesenes, reportedly function as puberty-accelerating and/or estrous-synchronizing pheromones (113, 114). Biogenic amines, MUPs stripped of bound ligands, and a MUP-derived hexapeptide have also been reported, and debated, to function as primer pheromones (108, 115). Furthermore, a recent study argues that none of the reported primer pheromones accelerate puberty and that the relevant pheromones are other, unidentified chemicals (116). Clarifying the chemical identity of mouse primer pheromones that accelerate puberty and synchronize estrous will provide an important basis for identifying responding receptors and neural circuits.

Female primer pheromones that delay estrous in group-housed females have also been reported. The production of female primer pheromones depends on housing density and is blocked by adrenalectomy, but not by ovariectomy. Urine fractionation studies identified a blend of adrenal gland–derived metabolites, including 2,5-dimethylpyrazine and various aliphatic acetates, that suppress female estrous (38). Adrenal gland–derived ketones found in female urine, including 2-heptanone, are enriched during pregnancy and promote rather than delay estrous (117). Finally, VNO-activating corticosterone-21-sulfate is also enriched in female urine (36, 58), but a role for sulfated steroids as primer pheromones has not been reported.

The hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis controls the timing of puberty and estrous. Hypothalamic neurons that produce gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) are master regulators of this circuit, controlling pituitary release of LH and follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH), and ultimately the reproductive cycle and sexual behavior. Many factors influence the timing of puberty in mice, including age, weight, and olfactory cues, and GnRH neurons accordingly receive input from many brain regions (12, 14). Male primer pheromones are thought to exert endocrine effects by direct control of GnRH neuron activity (49). The opposing effects of female and male primer pheromones on estrous indicate that responsive VNO circuits display different modes of connectivity to the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis. Transynaptic tracing techniques revealed that GnRH neurons receive strong input from both the main and accessory olfactory pathways (12, 14), and surgical lesions to the VNO or AOB abolish the Whitten and Vandenbergh effects (118).
Aggression Toward Intruder Males

Aggressive attack behavior underlies defense of territory, offspring, and mates from intruders. In mice, the decision to attack requires olfactory cues, as knockout of signaling molecules in the MOE, the apical VNO, or the basal VNO impairs male-male aggression and maternal aggression (8, 9, 45–47, 119, 120). Aggression-promoting pheromones were identified by using a resident-intruder behavioral paradigm (37, 40), in which resident males attack foreign males, but not females or male castrates. Painting castrates with intact male urine, or its purified constituents, restores resident aggression and provides a robust bioassay for pheromone identification. Aggression-promoting pheromones include two Novotny pheromones that also function as primer pheromones, 2-((sec-butyl)-dihydrothiazole and dehydro-exo-brevicomin (37), as well as MUPs (40). Urinary volatiles are not sufficient to induce aggression when presented individually but require copresentation with other cues (37). The notion that aggressive behavior is triggered by a pheromone blend is consistent with the requirement for multiple olfactory subsystems in evoking this behavior.

Olfactory circuits trigger aggressive behavior by activating limbic circuits in the amygdala and hypothalamus. A hypothalamic attack locus has been identified in a subdivision of the ventromedial hypothalamus (VMHvl) (121, 122). VMHvl activation causes rapid attack behavior toward males, female mates, and even inanimate objects, whereas lesions or pharmacogenetic silencing suppresses aggressive behavior (121, 122). The VMHvl receives input from the MeA, a major target site of bulbar mitral cells (123). Males and lactating mothers, but not virgin females, display aggression behavior toward intruder males, suggesting that hormonal signaling can modulate the activity of these neural circuits. The mechanisms involved are unknown, but IRS4 is one gene with sexually dimorphic expression in the VMHvl, and knockout of IRS4 impairs maternal aggression (90).

Olfactory receptors that respond to aggression-promoting cues are unknown and would provide a powerful inroad toward understanding how olfactory inputs that promote aggression are organized differently from other olfactory inputs.

Sexual Attraction

Opposite-sex odors are highly attractive in many species, driving social interaction, courtship display, and mating behavior. MOE deficits eliminate sexual activity (8, 9), whereas VNO deficits impair sex specificity of copulation and odor attraction responses (46, 47, 124). Different effects of VNO removal and TrpC2 knockout on male sexual behavior are reported (46, 47, 124) and may be due to (a) social experience prior to VNO surgery, (b) TrpC2-independent VNO function, (c) TrpC2 expression in other tissues, or (d) side effects of VNO surgery.

Male pheromones that induce stereotyped lordosis responses in females include saliva anandrostenone in pig (94) and tear-derived ESP1 in mouse (41). Other chemicals in male mouse urine are highly attractive to females; such chemicals include urinary volatiles such as trimethylamine, MTMT, tetradecen-1-ol, 2-(sec-butyl)-dihydrothiazole, dehydro-exo-brevicomin, farnesenes, and a nonvolatile MUP termed darcin (6, 18, 19, 44, 92). Attraction to urinary odors likely involves blend recognition, and consistently, enzymatic depletion of one scent constituent, trimethylamine, impairs but does not eliminate scent attraction (18). Urinary volatiles may function as homing signals to locate sources of nonvolatile VNO activators, which would explain the striking requirement of main olfactory signaling in many odor-driven social behaviors. It has been proposed that darcin confers the unconditioned attractive properties of urine and that attraction to volatile odors is enhanced by darcin-mediated learning (44).

Less is known about the female cues that induce male attraction. Male mice are attracted to estrous female-derived urinary volatiles (125), whereas male hamsters display sexual behavior
toward anesthetized males painted with female vaginal fluid (107). Fractionation studies identified a hamster lipocalin termed aphrodisin that is sufficient to induce such male sexual behavior (107).

Olfactory receptors are known for some male odors, including ESP1, trimethylamine, and tetradecen-1-ol (18, 19, 41). Knockout of a single VNO receptor, V2Rp5, abolishes ESP1-induced neuronal and behavioral responses (41), whereas knockout of a single MOE receptor, TAAR5, eliminates attraction to trimethylamine and impairs attraction to mouse urine, an abundant natural source of trimethylamine (18). Other VNO receptors detect sex-specific odors (34, 58), but the associated ligands and behaviors remain uncharacterized.

Male and female odors activate sex-specific neural circuits in the amygdala, hypothalamus, and BNST. Sexually dimorphic nuclei of males and females differ in terms of neuron number and projections, spine density, and gene expression patterns (126). Furthermore, these regions express estrogen and androgen receptors, consistent with an important role for sex hormones in shaping the architecture or function of the limbic system (126). Masculinization of the mouse brain involves a perinatal testosterone surge, followed by local conversion of testosterone to estradiol by aromatase (126, 127). Estradiol then activates, perhaps counterintuitively, estrogen receptor signaling in the male brain to promote male-patterned behaviors (126, 127). These perinatal changes in neural circuitry are thought to enable sexually dimorphic behaviors that materialize after puberty in adulthood. Furthermore, different reproductive behaviors are impacted by knockout of different sex hormone-regulated genes expressed in the limbic system, suggesting modular control of sexual behavior (90). Additional studies are needed to clarify the mechanisms by which sex hormone-driven molecular and cellular changes alter mammalian behavior.

**Mammary Pheromones and the Sucking Response**

Newborn mammals, immediately after birth, display an instinctive sucking response to locate their first meal. Mice are born blind and use olfactory cues to navigate toward the nipple by a stereotyped chemotactic search mechanism termed rooting behavior. Elimination of olfactory cues by washing the nipple hinders sucking behavior (128–130), and disruption of MOE signaling results in neonatal lethality due to an inability to feed (9, 11, 32, 131). A mammary pheromone from rabbit milk, 2-methylbut-2-enal, induces an innate sucking response in neonates that have not nursed previously (23). Neonatal mice instead rely on odors present in amniotic fluid and rapidly learn to suckle in response to novel cues present in milk or maternal saliva (128, 130). Moreover, changing the composition of amniotic fluid by maternal diet modification alters odor-induced sucking preferences in neonates (128, 129), suggesting that mice learn in utero to enable this first instinctive behavior.

**Neonatal Pheromones and Maternal Behavior**

In rodents, endocrine changes following pregnancy facilitate the development of maternal behaviors important for offspring survival, including nursing, nest building, retrieval of wandering pups to the nest, grooming behavior, and defensive aggression toward intruders. Rodents rely on multisensory input to recognize pups, such as pheromones and ultrasonic vocalizations, as well as other visual, tactile, and thermal cues (132). In rats, neonatal pheromones are sufficient but are not independently required to evoke certain maternal behaviors (132). However, mice with impaired MOE signaling, through surgery or gene knockout, display severe deficits in maternal behavior (9, 11, 132); mice lacking VNO function display largely normal pup retrieval behavior but have deficits in maternal aggression and decreased nest occupancy (119).
The identities of neonatal pheromones in mammals are largely unknown. Dodecyl propionate is a preputial gland–derived pheromone of neonatal rats that stimulates maternal grooming through a VNO-mediated pathway (133). Neonatal pheromones have not been characterized in the mouse and would provide reagents by which to probe the dynamic relationship between the olfactory system and the limbic system nuclei that control parental behavior.

In the rat, olfactory circuits that respond to neonatal pheromones are dramatically rewired following pregnancy (132). The medial preoptic area (MPOA) of the hypothalamus together with adjacent ventral areas of the BNST (vBNST) forms a critical brain region important for the development of maternal behavior (132). Lesions of the MPOA/vBNST abolish or impair several maternal behaviors, whereas electrical stimulation has the opposite effect, promoting the development of maternal behavior in virgin animals (132). Neonatal cues that activate the rat olfactory system (the MOE or the VNO) can evoke responses of different valence in sexually naïve females and mothers (132). A change in odor valence from aversion to attraction following pregnancy has been attributed to modified amygdalar outputs (132). Neonatal odors stimulate an aversion circuit involving the ventromedial hypothalamus (VMH) and periaqueductal gray in naïve females but stimulate an attraction circuit involving the MPOA and the ventral tegmental area in lactating mothers (132). Naïve lab mice, unlike rats, display a less pronounced pup aversion response and are more prone to develop maternal behavior toward foster pups (132).

Rewiring of olfactory circuits responsive to neonatal pheromones involves a series of pregnancy-associated surges of circulating hormones, including estrogen, progesterone, prolactin, and oxytocin (132). The ordered release of pregnancy hormones orchestrates systemic responses that include neuronal changes critical for the appropriate onset of maternal behavior in advance of parturition. Neurons in the MPOA and vBNST express receptors for pregnancy hormones (132), although the cellular basis by which pregnancy hormones reroute pup odor–responsive neural circuits is not clear. Possible mechanisms for neural circuit modulation include changes in intracellular signaling, gene expression, cell survival, synapse function, and neurogenesis (132, 134–136). Maternal behavior is disrupted in knockout mice lacking FosB, a transcription factor rapidly induced in the MPOA by maternal behavior and pup-associated stimuli (134). Furthermore, mice lacking the signaling protein Irs4 display performance impairment in pup retrieval assays and decreased maternal aggression (90).

**Recognition of Individuals**

Social animals must recognize specific individuals of the same species to remember mates, offspring, and parents; to defend territory and resources from intruders; and to avoid inbreeding with kin. In many mammals, olfactory cues are critical for distinguishing individuals, although relevant chemicals are debated.

Several behavioral paradigms have been used to query the mechanisms underlying individuality recognition, including various odor discrimination tasks, mating preference, scent countermarking behavior, and a pheromone-mediated pregnancy block effect named the Bruce effect (42, 91, 98). The Bruce effect occurs when a newly mated female mouse encounters a stranger male, or his odor, and terminates pregnancy (91). This pregnancy termination is beneficial, as it enables copulation with the newer, dominant male that effectively countermarked the territory with his scent. The Bruce effect is induced when the odor of a new male, but not that of a familiar male, is present, indicating that the female can effectively establish an olfactory memory of her mate and distinguish his odor from that of a stranger. Furthermore, the Bruce effect is maximally evoked by odors of intact males compared with those of castrated males or females, suggesting the integration of
Bruce effect: a pheromone-mediated pregnancy termination that provides evidence of olfaction-mediated individuality recognition

Kairomones: olfactory cues, such as predator odors, that are transmitted between species and that benefit the detecting organism

Allomones: olfactory cues, such as skunk-derived thiols, that are transmitted between species and that benefit the emitting organism

Information related to sex and genotype. The Bruce effect requires a functional VNO but not a functional MOE, although it is maintained in TrpC2 knockout mice (91, 99).

The Bruce effect is triggered by the activation of a neuroendocrine circuit involving the tuberoinfundibular dopamine system in the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus (91). Dopamine released from the median eminence into the hypophysial portal vasculature inhibits pituitary prolactin release and thus the ability to sustain pregnancy. Prolactin release normally occurs in distinct temporal waves early in pregnancy, so synchronizing odor exposure with prolactin release is crucial for successful induction of the Bruce effect. Furthermore, noradrenaline signaling in the AOB is required for mate memory formation (118).

MHC-associated odors reportedly govern mate choice, inbreeding avoidance, parent-offspring interactions, and the Bruce effect (91, 98). MHC peptides are potent activators of both VNO and MOE sensory neurons (2, 43), although it is debated whether urinary levels of MHC peptides are sufficient for sensory detection (33, 43). A recent study indicates that MHC-binding peptides can be identified in urine, albeit at low levels compared with levels of other urinary peptides, and that peptide production is not linked to MHC haplotype (137). MHC receptors bind a spectrum of peptides on the basis of preference for several key anchor residues, and VNO receptors would have to disambiguate this peptide mixture to infer MHC haplotype. Studies involving two peptides suggested that similar anchor residues are required for MHC receptor binding and VNO sensory neuron activation (43, 66). The number of naturally occurring MHC alleles far exceeds the number of V2Rs, and a relatively high percentage of neurons is activated by a single MHC peptide. One possibility is that peptide recognition by basal VNO sensory neurons is combinatorial such that a large number of structurally diverse peptides can be recognized and distinguished.

MUPs are also proposed to function in genotype recognition, as they are highly abundant in urine and are polymorphic in wild strains (100). MUPs have not been reported to stimulate the Bruce effect, with lower-molecular-weight urinary cues instead being implicated (138). However, MUPs reportedly mediate scent countermarking behavior, inbreeding avoidance, and female mating preference for dominant-scent owners (42, 139, 140). VNO sensory neurons or receptors that distinguish MUPs from different individuals are yet to be characterized.

Finally, ESPs are VNO activators that provide integrated information about sex and strain (35). Intriguingly, in mouse, the Esp gene cluster is near the Mhc class I locus (35). Furthermore, although urine is sufficient to induce the Bruce effect, a role for ESPs or other male pheromones found in tears or saliva has not been similarly studied.

Recognition of Foreign Species: Predators, Competitors, and Prey

Pheromones, by definition, are chemosignals transmitted between members of the same species. Mammals, in addition, can detect cues emitted by foreign species termed kairomones and allomones. Kairomones are foreign species–derived olfactory cues that benefit the detecting animal, such as odors from predators and prey (141). Allomones, in contrast, benefit the emitting animal and include the aversive thiol cocktail released by skunks for escape behavior.

Detection and avoidance of predator odors provide a classic paradigm for analysis of innate odor-driven behavior. Predator odors produce powerful fear-like responses in prey species that facilitate escape, inducing stereotyped freezing and avoidance behaviors, as well as acute changes in the levels of circulating stress hormones (141). The active kairomones in predator odors can be derived from different odor sources, including urine, feces, saliva, fur, and dander. Investigators have chemically identified several kairomones, including TMT, a volatile component of foxtail odor (7); lipocalins found in rat urine and cat saliva (106); and 2-phenylethylamine, a biogenic amine produced in many carnivore urines (3). Predator-derived lipocalins are produced with high species
specificity, and their highly tuned detection by rodents may reflect a long evolutionary history with particular predators (106). In contrast, 2-phenylethylamine is generally produced by many carnivore species and may enable avoidance of novel and dangerous predators (3).

Different predator odors are detected by the MOE and VNO, and relevant detection mechanisms may depend on stimulus volatility. Innate responses to TMT are lost in mice lacking a large dorsal domain of the MOE (7), and responses to TMT and to putative alarm pheromones also reportedly occur in the GG (80). 2-Phenylethylamine is a high-affinity agonist of the MOE receptor TAAR4 (3), which is a candidate kairomone receptor, and 2-phenylethylamine avoidance persists in TrpC2 knockout mice (3). Predator-derived lipocalins instead stimulate basal VNO sensory neurons, and behavioral responses to these cues require TrpC2 (106). In addition, many VNO receptors detect predator odors derived from raptors, snakes, and carnivores (58). Olfactory receptors in the MOE, VNO, and GG that detect predator odors may provide a selective advantage for rodents.

Predator odors activate second-order neurons in the MOB and AOB (7, 106, 142). VNO-activating predator odors, like cat collar odor, stimulate the hypothalamic defensive system, a characteristic neural circuit that includes the MeA, the dorsomedial VMH, the premamillary nucleus, periaqueductal gray, and other brain regions (141). Interestingly, predator odor-responsive neurons in this circuit are intermingled with sex pheromone-responsive neurons that have distinct projections and gene expression patterns (123). TMT, which instead stimulates the MOE, induces the hypothalamic-pituitary axis through a different neural circuit involving the BNST (7). Intriguingly, infection with Toxoplasma parasite in rodents can acutely alter predator odor-responsive neural circuits, causing predator attraction rather than aversion and promotion of the parasite life cycle (143).

In addition to detecting predators and prey, animals must distinguish the odors of closely related species. At speciation events, strong selective pressure acts on pheromone biosynthesis pathways and pheromone response pathways to ensure that mating and other stereotyped behaviors are properly directed. Indeed, many volatile odors proposed to function as pheromones are similarly produced by other species (144), consistent with pheromones functioning as part of an odor blend. Recent evolutionary changes in the biosynthesis pathway of one mouse-enriched odor, trimethylamine, provide insight into how pheromone biosynthesis pathways may change during speciation (18). Abundant and sexually dimorphic trimethylamine production arose de novo in Mus, a result of male-specific repression of the principal trimethylamine oxidase, FMO3 (18). Synchronous with this evolving biosynthesis pathway, mice display species-specific attraction responses to trimethylamine that require TAAR5 (18). These studies highlight how rapid evolution of olfactory signaling may occur to ensure species-appropriate social interactions. Interestingly, TAAR4 is present in both carnivores and rodents (145), and TAAR4 may mediate distinct behavioral responses to 2-phenylethylamine in predators and prey.

**Other Pheromone Effects**

Researchers have reported other odor-driven behaviors, including responses to sickness cues, alarm pheromones, social dominance cues, nest pheromones, and odors that underlie the social transmission of food preference (31, 79, 92, 146, 147). Preputial gland-derived farnesenes are enriched in dominant male urine (92), whereas the Novotny pheromone 2-(sec-butyl)-dihydrothiazole, among its many functions, is a putative alarm pheromone (80). Numerous bacterial metabolites can be detected by the olfactory system (18, 54, 68, 69), but the particular cues and receptors involved in sickness detection are unknown. Finally, CS₂ detection by GC-D neurons is implicated in the social transmission of food preference (31).
CONCLUSION

Olfactory circuits that respond to pheromones provide a powerful model system for understanding the molecular basis of behavior. Pheromones and predator odors are highly controllable stimuli that trigger robust, developmentally programmed responses. The chemicals underlying many pheromone effects remain unknown or unclear, and generating a collection of pheromones that activate different instinctive behaviors would provide a valuable toolbox for dissecting the basic function and organization of olfactory circuits. Receptors for pheromones that evoke different innate behaviors likely couple with discrete hardwired neural circuits, yet differences between receptor-specific neural circuits remain poorly understood. Finally, delineating classes of hypothalamic and amygdalar neurons that respond to behaviorally salient stimuli would help elucidate basic organizational principles of how sensory and limbic systems interact. It will be interesting to determine whether VNO-derived inputs are integrated into a small number of behaviorally relevant channels, indicating a decoding scheme different from that of the main olfactory system, which is instead wired for diversity recognition. Characterizing the connectivity between different classes of VNO receptors and particular subsets of hypothalamic neurons would provide mechanistic insight into how sensory cues control different social behaviors.

SUMMARY POINTS

1. Mammalian pheromones display tremendous structural diversity and range from small, volatile molecules to large protein complexes.
2. Sensory neurons in the mouse olfactory epithelium and the vomeronasal organ detect odors and pheromones using five large families of GPCRs and, in rare neurons, GC-D.
3. Chemicals that function as primer pheromones; individuality cues; and releaser pheromones that control aggression, sex, suckling, and maternal behaviors have been reported. However, the importance of some proposed pheromones remains controversial.
4. Pheromones activate neural circuits in the limbic system that can be hormone modulated, resulting in sex-specific or state-dependent responses. The mechanisms by which different types of pheromone input are channeled in limbic circuits to exact appropriate behavioral outcomes remain poorly understood.
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